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Abstract—Linear Projection is a widely adopted algorithm
often implemented with high throughput requisites. This work
presents a novel methodology to optimise Linear Projection
designs that outperform typical design methodologies through
a prior characterisation of the arithmetic units under various
operating conditions. It is well known that the delay models used
by synthesis tools are generic and only take into account the worst
case variation for a given fabrication process, which continues to
increase with the decrease of the fabrication process. Hence, they
heavily penalise the performance offered by the fabrication pro-
cess of a design by leaving a gap in performance. The optimisation
framework in this work pre-characterises generic multipliers on
the target device, as they are the arithmetic operators with the
most critical paths in the data path of a linear projection design.
It exploits the fact that different multiplicands don’t generate the
same over-clocking errors. A case study reveals that the proposed
framework creates designs that achieve higher throughput while
producing less errors than typical implementation methodologies.
The proposed methodology produced Linear Projection designs
that were able to perform with a 1.85 times speed up in the
throughput, when such device specific optimisation is considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Digital Signal Processing (DSP) engi-
neers designing circuits for applications with high through-
put, low latency and low power constraints consider Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) as an alternative technol-
ogy to standard DSP processors due to their key characteristics.
Modern FPGA devices offer highly specialised blocks, such as
embedded DSP blocks and distributed memory blocks that are
highly utilised by DSP applications, where their reconfigurabil-
ity property allows for fast prototyping avoiding the fabrication
of specialised chips which is an expensive and lengthy process.

Common strategies to maximise the performance of de-
signs targeting high throughput requirements include word-
length optimisation [1], quantisation, pipelining, loop un-
rolling, and retiming [2] techniques just to name a few. All of
these techniques assume constant performance intra-die and
inter-die, making use of a high-level performance model that
characterises the whole family of the targeted FPGA device.

However, nowadays, the continuous scaling of the fabri-
cation process has led to devices with increased performance
characteristics by supporting higher clock frequencies with less
power consumption, but also to an increased variation in the
performance characteristics for intra-die and inter-die [3].
This process variation affects the characteristics of transistors
on a device, changing physical dimensions, altering the timing
threshold and finally affecting their overall performance. This
leads to devices that exhibit uneven performance across its area
and as the technology continues to scale down, the fabricated
devices will be even more susceptible to such variations. As
such, modern devices are no longer limited by their process

Fig. 1. Percentage of erroneous results at the output of a generic multiplier vs

its clock frequency. The error-free (∆f1) and error-prone (∆f2) regimes are
depicted as well as the conservative operational limit imposed by the synthesis
tool (fA).

technology performance, but by the performance of their worst
transistor.

In order to ensure that the implemented designs operate
without errors once placed on an FPGA device, the synthesis
tools use conservative models to determine the maximum
error-free performance of circuits for a family of devices. As a
consequence there is a significant gap between the performance
that can be achieved as dictated by the models used within the
synthesis tools and what actually can be achieved by the actual
device where the circuit will be placed on.

The work presented here aims to close this performance
gap, pushing forward a per device optimisation concept, allow-
ing the design of Linear Projection designs that exploit the full
performance capabilities of arithmetic operators on a specific
FPGA device. The key enabler to the success of such optimisa-
tion framework (OF) is the reconfigurability property of FPGA
devices. As such, a device performance characterisation step is
performed, resulting in the collection of information that can
be utilised in the high-level specification of the design in the
targeted system leading to a final performance that is close to
what is achievable by the targeted FPGA device rather to what
is reported by the conservative models of the synthesis tools.

Moreover, motivated by the fact that Linear Projection is
not critical to errors in many parts of their designs, including
the targeted Linear Projection design, the work presented here
operates beyond the error-free operation of the arithmetic
operators and considers also the region of operation where
errors appear in the data path allowing the exploitation of
the trade-off between performance and error-prone calculations
pushing even further the achieved performance of the system.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed concept when a multiplier
is clocked under a set of frequencies. The maximum perfor-
mance of the operator as reported by the synthesis tools (fA) is
illustrated along with the operational regions where the module
can operate in a specific device under error-free (∆f1) and
under error-prone regimes (∆f2). fB and fC represent the



Fig. 2. Design flow using the proposed optimisation framework.

clock frequencies up to which the design operates without
errors and with errors, respectively. Above fC the design
doesn’t produce meaningful results.

A novel methodology is presented that exposes the obtained
performance characterisation information of the generic multi-
plier to the high-level design of a Linear Projection system, tar-
geting to maximise its throughput by allowing the use of higher
clock frequencies than the ones reported by the synthesis tool.
The focus of this work is on Look-Up Table (LUT)-based
generic multipliers, as they allow optimisations over the FPGA
area taken by the design. However, the proposed framework
can be easily extended to accommodate the embedded DSP
blocks currently available in modern FPGAs.

Figure 2 depicts a high-level view of the proposed design
flow. A key step of the proposed framework is the performance
characterisation of the generic multipliers in a given device
when they are operated with clock frequencies well above from
what is reported by the synthesis tool. In this case, the proposed
framework described in the previous section is utilised. The ob-
tained performance information (i.e. errors that are expected at
the output of the multipliers) as well as information regarding
the estimated area of the generic multiplier are injected to a
Bayesian formulation of the problem in order to obtain a high-
level specification of the design to implement.

More specifically, the paper makes the following two key
contributions:

• It presents a framework for the performance char-
acterisation of generic multipliers based on LUTs.
The proposed framework characterises the error at
the output of such multiplier component when it is
clocked under various clock frequencies and placed
in various locations across the device.

• It presents a framework that utilises such information
for the optimisation of a specific DSP application
namely a Linear Projection system. A novel approach
is proposed for the design an optimisation of such ap-
plication taking into account information regarding the
performance of generic multipliers even when they are
clocked beyond the clock frequency reported by the
synthesis tool. As a result, a significant performance
boost is achieved.

The presented work deviates significantly from other works
in the field of FPGA design optimisations as it considers
device specific performance characteristics and demonstrates
how such information can be utilised during the design and
optimisation of a system, namely a Linear Projection circuit.
In addition, even though increased performance gives rise
to increased power consumption, this work assumes that the
power budget isn’t an issue, therefore no power measurements
were made.

II. BACKGROUND

The impact to the overall performance of the device due
to process variation within the device and across the devices
of the same family has motivated several works in the design
optimisation of circuits that target FPGAs. Most of the works
propose frameworks that aim to explore such variability in
order to obtain the maximum performance of a design when it
is mapped to a specific FPGA device, where only few of them
aim to allow errors in parts of the design in order to push the
performance limit even further.

One of the most well known technique that can be applied
to address the problem of performance variability within a
device is Razor [4]. It is a generic time-redundant method
which can be applied to any path prone to errors due to time
violations, where the recovery is performed at the expense of
extra latency. However, even though this is a generic technique,
it does not “hide” the performance variability in the design as
the designer needs to consider in the design process the impact
of the extra latency in the functionality and performance of the
targeted application.

In [5] the authors present two strategies to compensate for
intra-die performance variability by providing a generic char-
acterisation step for the performance of the device followed by
a reconfiguration step where parts of the design are mapped
to specific locations of the device given their performance
requirements.

In [6], the authors demonstrate online and off-line tech-
niques for characterising variation and degradation of the
FPGA fabric without the need for dedicated hardware support.
Furthermore, they present a method to overcome process
variation by tuning applications to fit delay patterns measured
in a clustered batch of the device. Within the same work,
a group of techniques that preempt or adapt to transistor
degradation by making changes to the device configuration
are reported and evaluated.

All the works above do not consider the design and opti-
misation of the algorithm that is implemented by the specific
circuit and as such are context-unaware. Their aim is to map
the given design to the targeted device without allowing any
timing violations in the design, and as such the production
of erroneous data. However, significant performance gains
can be obtained when such low level information i.e. the
performance of the circuit (frequency, error at the output, etc)
are taken into account in the high-level design/optimisation
of the algorithm. Towards this direction, [7] pioneered the
idea of collecting performance information from an off-line
characterisation of a specific device for a specific functionality,
and utilising the information for the design and optimisation
of a Linear Projection system. The work considered only the



characterisation/utilisation of Constant Coefficient Multipliers
(CCMs), which does not allow their system to scale to large
problems.

The present work is borrows the Baesyan formulation from
from [8] resembling the contribution in [7], but separates from
it in many aspects. The presented work lifts the limitations
imposed by the constant coefficient multipliers by considering
generic multipliers components leading to the applicability
of the framework to real large scale applications. As such a
significant speed up of the performance characterisation step
is obtained leading to a better characterisation of the device
under a specific module for a given time frame. Moreover, the
work here presents a performance characterisation framework
targeting a generic multiplier, by addressing the specific chal-
lenges imposed by the structure of such component, which
significantly deviate from the case of CCMs. Also a new
optimisation framework that utilises such information for a
Linear Projection design optimisation is presented, including
a new algorithm for design space exploration that utilises an
objective function tuned for the utilisation of generic multiplier
modules within that Linear Projection framework.

III. MULTIPLIER CHARACTERISATION FRAMEWORK

A. Introduction

A key element of the presented work is the performance
characterisation circuit of a generic multiplier under various
word-length supports, locations, clock frequencies, and place-
ment and routing configurations on an FPGA. Such approach
is possible only due to the reconfigurability that is offered
by FPGA devices. A basic framework for the characterisation
of CCMs under over-clocking was introduced in previous
work [7]. The new framework has been created to support
the characterisation of more complex arithmetic operators in
many locations simultaneously.

It is worth pointing out that the supporting modules are
independent from the design under test, which in this case
is a generic multiplier, and thus the proposed framework
can be utilised for other arithmetic components. As such,
a characterisation of the design under test can be achieved
and the collected information can be utilised by other design
frameworks.

B. Architecture and Characterisation Process

A schematic of the architecture of the characterisation
circuit is shown in Figure 3. It is composed by the following
modules: “input stream” Block Random Access Mememory
(BRAM), the multiplier under characterisation, the “output
stream” BRAM, a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) to set the clock
frequencies and the Finite State Machine (FSM) to control the
circuit.

The PLL generates the clock signals for two clock domains:
the “mult clk” clock drives the design under test (i.e. generic
multiplier), where the “fsm clk” drives the FSM, BRAMs, and
the other supporting modules. It is important to point out that
special care has been given to the design of BRAMs interface
and to the rest of the supportive modules to ensure that the
critical path is always within the design under test. Thus, the
frequency limit of the supportive modules is well above the

Fig. 3. Architecture of the multiplier characterisation circuit.

region where the design under test generates erroneous results,
for the framework to be able to operate without introducing
errors.

The whole characterisation process has been automated.
It is initiated by the host computer with the configuration of
the FPGA, the transfer of the data from and to the FPGA
device takes place through the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG)
interface. Once the characterisation process completes, the
results are retrieved by the host computer.

C. Results

In this work, the Cyclone III device from Altera hosted
in a DE0 board is used. The developed framework is very
lean regarding its requirements and can be executed to any
available board/device with some small changes. As the target
is to utilise such generic multipliers for a Linear Projection
design that has been pushed to its performance limits through
over-clocking, in the characterisation of the generic multipliers
one of the inputs was enumerated through all possible values,
(i.e. finite number of values for a given word-length), where
the other input was stimulated by a random steam of input
data following a uniform distribution. The temperature of the
device was kept constant at 14 degrees Celsius through the
use of a cooling element on top of the FPGA. The multipliers
were synthesised multiple times at multiple locations in the
device, with different placements and routings, to marginalise
the performance of the generic multiplier over many locations
on the device.

The obtained results demonstrate that as the clock fre-
quency increases, more erroneous data appears at the output
of the multipliers, demonstrating that the presence of errors is
cumulative as the clock frequency increases, which is expected.
Moreover, the test results show that at high frequencies there
is a variation on the observed errors at the output every time
the performance characterisation test is executed, something
that is attributed to clock jitter.

Also, it was observed that placement of the performance
characterisation circuit at various locations of the device gives
rise to different patterns for errors at the output of the
multiplier. However, this effect is not only attributed to the
performance difference in the fabric of the FPGA device, but
also due to the different routing that the design under test
exhibits.

Figure 4 shows the error at the output of a generic 8x8
unsigned multiplier for the first 100 values from a performance
characterisation of a total of 29, 400 values, when it is placed



Fig. 4. Errors from a 8x8 bit multiplier, for constant multiplicand 222 in 2
locations of the FPGA at 320 MHz.

at two different locations in the device (i.e. loc 1 and loc 2).
The target clock frequency is set at 320 MHz and one of the
operands of the generic multipliers was fixed to a value of
222. The error histograms for the two locations are depicted
in the same figure for the whole test. Important to note that
the high error values are expected as the generic multipliers
are constructed though LUTs and the Most Significant Bits
(MSbs) exhibit the longest paths.

In summary, a framework has been proposed that char-
acterises the performance of a design, in this case a generic
multiplier, under various settings (i.e. clock frequency, location
on the device, etc.). This framework is scalable considering
that it supports many units under characterisation simultane-
ously, and can be extended to support an automatic framework
for performance characterisation of a design under other con-
trollable parameters like voltage and temperature allowing the
user to obtain the behaviour of a design under different sets
of conditions.

The rest of the paper focuses on how such information can
be utilised for the design and optimisation of a DSP design,
namely a Linear Projection design that makes heavily use
of generic multipliers, allowing the user to clock the design
beyond the clock frequency reported by the synthesis tool in
a way that minimises the manifested errors, but at the same
time improving the overall latency/throughput.

IV. OVER-CLOCKING A LINEAR PROJECTION CIRCUIT

One of the most widely used dimensionality reduction
techniques is the linear projection based on Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) or Karhunen-Loeve Transformation
(KLT) transform. Such techniques aim to find a low dimension
space that captures the main modes of variation of the original
high dimensional data from where certain features can be
extracted. A large number of applications can be found in
computer vision, image processing, and in general in the signal
processing arena. When real-time requirements are imposed,
a hardware solution is often desired considering the trade off
between required area, achieved throughput, and reconstruction
error.

In this work, the design and optimisation of such Linear

Projection circuit for an FPGA is considered, aiming at the
same time to push its performance beyond what is reported
by the synthesis tool, in order to achieve higher performance
than what is predicted by the synthesis tool. It is important
to remember that the proposed optimisation is possible as the
Linear Projection circuit allows by definition certain errors at
the output of the system, which is also what is explored by
the proposed framework in order to “hide” errors due to over-
clocking.

A. Background

The linear projection, also known as KLT, or PCA, trans-
form is formulated as follows. Given a set of N data xi ∈ RP ,
where i ∈ [1, N ] an orthogonal basis described by a matrix
Λ with dimensions P × K can be estimated that projects
these data to a lower dimensional space of K dimensions. The
projected data points are related to the original data through
the formula in (1), written in matrix notation, where X =
[x1, x2, ..., xN ] and F = [f1, f2, ..., fN ], where f i ∈ RK

denote the factor coefficients.

F = ΛTX. (1)

The original data can be recovered from the lower dimen-
sional space via (2):

X = ΛF +D (2)

where D is the error of the approximation. The objective of
the transform is to find a matrix Λ such as the mean squared
error of the approximation of the data is minimised. A standard
technique is to evaluate the matrix Λ iteratively as described
in steps (3) and (4), where λj denotes the jth column of the
Λ matrix.

λj = arg max E{(λT
j Xj−1)

2} (3)

Xj = X −

j−1∑

k=1

λkλ
T
kX (4)

where X = [x1x2...xN ], X0 = X , ‖λj‖ = 1 and E{.} refers
to expectation.

The calculation of the Λ matrix and its hardware mapping
onto FPGAs are often considered as two independent steps in
the design process. However, considerable area savings can be
achieved by coupling these two steps as shown in [9], [8]. The
Bayesian formulation presented in [8] considers the subspace
estimation and the hardware implementation simultaneously,
allowing the framework to efficiently explore the possibilities
of custom design offered by FPGAs. This framework generates
linear projection designs which minimise errors and circuit
resources, when compared to the standard approach of the KLT
transform application followed by the mapping to the FPGA.

The key idea in [8] is to inject information about the hard-
ware (i.e. in this case about the required hardware resources
of a constant coefficient multiplier) as a prior knowledge in
the Bayesian formulation of the above optimisation problem.

In more detail, the proposed framework in [8] estimates
the basis matrix Λ, the noise covariance Ψ, and the factors
using Gibbs sampling algorithm [10] from the posterior dis-
tribution of the variables, having injecting knowledge about



the required hardware recourses for the implementation of the
CCMs through a prior distribution. Thus, a probability density
function is generated for the unknown Λ matrix, which is used
to for generation of samples, where the prior distribution tunes
this posterior distribution, and thus accommodating the impact
the required hardware resources.

[7] provides an extension of the above work for the opti-
misation of Linear Projection designs using CCMs combating
the effects for circuit area as well as performance variation due
to over-clocking. This work generalises on the previous work
by supporting the use of generic multipliers in the design and
optimisation of linear projection circuits under over-clocking.
The rest of the paper presents how the challenges raised by
the above transition have been addressed.

V. LINEAR PROJECTION OPTIMISATION FRAMEWORK

TARGETING GENERIC MULTIPLIERS

The proposed optimisation framework for Linear Projection
designs targets the utilisation of LUT-based generic multipliers
for the implementation of (1), along with the coefficients
of the Λ matrix that define the lower dimension space. The
objective of the framework is to optimise the word-length
of these multipliers in order to boost the performance of the
overall system. The key characteristic of this work is that the
obtained circuit will be over-clocked to frequencies beyond
those reported by the synthesis tool in order to push further its
overall performance. Such scenario can be faced when there
are hard area requirements and unrolling of the design is not
possible, or when applications with high dimensions (i.e. face
recognition) are addressed.

A. Objective Function

The objective function utilised in the proposed optimisation
framework is formed by the mean squared error of the recon-
structed data in the original space, and errors that are produced
due to the over-clocking of the utilised generic multipliers.
The objective of the proposed optimisation framework is to
minimise the objective function by sampling the Λ matrix from
its posterior distribution.

Let’s denote with X̂ the result of the reconstruction of the
projected data in a matrix form. Then, the objective function T
is defined as in (5), where both reconstruction errors are errors
due to over-clocking are captured. E denotes the expectation,
where operator tr is used as the matrix formulation is utilised.

T = tr{E[(X − X̂)T (X − X̂)]} (5)

By expressing the reconstructed data as a function of the
Λ matrix, and the error due to over-clocking with ε such as

X̂ = Λ(F + ε), the objective function is expressed as:

T = tr{E[(X − Λ(F + ε))T (X − Λ(F + ε))]}

= tr{E[((X − ΛF )T − (Λε)T )((X − ΛF )− (Λε))]}

= tr{E[((X − ΛF )T (X − ΛF )−

−(X − ΛF )T (Λε)− (Λε)T (X − ΛF )) +

+(Λε)T (Λε)]}

By imposing ε to have zero mean, which is achieved by
subtracting a constant in the circuit, and using the fact that the

Λ matrix is orthogonal and orthonormal, the objective function
becomes as follows:

T = tr{E[(X − ΛF )T (X − ΛF )]}+ tr{E[εT ε]}

= tr{E[(X − ΛF )T (X − ΛF )]}+
∑

j

var(εj)

where j denotes the columns of the Λ matrix. By assuming that
the errors at the output of the multipliers are uncorrelated, the
first term in the final expression relates to the approximation of
the original data from the linear projection without any over-
clocking errors, where the second term relates to the variance
of the errors at the output of the generic multipliers due to
over-clocking. Thus, the errors due to dimensionality reduction
and the over-clocking of the hardware are captured by one
objective function without any need to formulate a problem
using a multi-objective function.

B. Prior Distribution Formation

The proposed framework utilises information regarding the
performance characterisation of the generic multipliers for
a given device and their respective resource utilisation by
suitably constructing a prior distribution function for the Λ
matrix. The utilised models for the over-clocking errors and
the hardware resources are described below.

1) Over-Clocking Error Model: The proposed framework
utilises the performance characterisation framework for the
multipliers described before. By executing that framework,
a profile of the errors expected at the output of the generic
multipliers when one of the operands is fixed (i.e. representing
a coefficient of the Λ matrix) for various frequencies can be
obtained. As indicated by the objective function formulation,
the objective is to capture the variance of the error at the
output of the multiplier which models the uncertainty of the
result. As such, a data structure is formed, E(m, f), that holds
information regarding the variance at the output of a multiplier
when a stream of data is multiplied by a constant m and the
circuit is clocked at frequency f .

Figure 5 depicts the variance of the error at the output of
an 8x8 bit multiplier for all multiplicands at different clock
frequencies when they are stimulated with a pseudo-random
sequence of data, obtained by running the performance char-
acterisation circuit on a Altera Cyclone III 3C16 device. For
each region, defined by the pair multiplicand-clock frequency,
the shade represents the amount of variation the multiplier
exhibits. As expected, it is noticeable that multiplicands with
few ’1’ bits in their binary representation have less over-
clocking errors.

2) Area Model: The proposed framework utilises area
models for the estimation of the area of the designs without
having to synthesise them, accelerating as such the design-
space exploration process. The information about the area
required to implement a LUT based generic multiplier of a
specific word-length is based on information extracted from
the synthesis tools when a specific device is targeted. This
is possible due to the finite number of word-lengths that are
considered. The overall area of the design is estimated through
a high-level model.



Fig. 5. Error model data structure of a 8x8 bit Multiplier.

3) Prior Distribution Formation: The formation of the
prior distribution p(·) of the Λ matrix is a key part of the op-
timisation framework as it injects hardware information to the
optimisation framework for the estimation of the Λ matrix. The
aim of the prior distribution is to penalise Λ matrix instances
with high errors, due to the use of coefficients that generate
high errors due to over-clocking or due to poor description of
the original space, by assigning low probabilities to them. As
no information regarding the distribution of the coefficients
is available on their suitability in representing the original
space, this part of the prior distribution is uninformative and
results to a flat prior. Thus, the prior distribution reflects solely
information about the errors at the output of the over-clocked
multipliers as p(λpk, freq) = g(E(λpk, freq)), where the
performance of every coefficient in the Λ matrix is dictated by
the targeted clock frequency, and g(·) denotes a user defined
function. In this work, the following g(·) function is selected
as it provides good results, without any claim on its optimality.

g(E(λpk, freq)) = cE(1 + E(λpk, freq))
−β (6)

cE is a constant used to ensure that∑
λpk

g(E(λpk, freq)) = 1 for a given clock frequency

freq. β is a Hyper-Parameter that allows scale of the
contribution of over-clocking errors in the prior distribution.
E(λpk, freq) is the variance of the error observed from the
performance characterisation of the multiplier for a given λpk

value tested at freq clock frequency.

In figure 6 there is an example of the prior distributions for
3 different values of β for the same multiplier characterisation
at a 310 MHz. The figure shows that for β = 0.1 all λpk

values will have almost the same probability of being sampled,
whereas for β = 4.0, λpk values with high over-clocking errors
have low probability of being sampled.

C. Design Generation

The proposed optimisation framework generates a number
of designs that minimise the selected objective function T
for a given FPGA area due to its sampling process. The
resulting designs are the ones that fall on the Pareto curve. The
proposed framework estimates each dimension (i.e. column)
of the Λ matrix in a sequential manner. The user supplies the
targeted dimensions K, the targeted clock frequency freq, the
β parameter, and an internal optimisation parameter of the
system that is the number of designs to be passed form one
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Fig. 6. Prior distribution for β = [0.1, 1.0, 4.0] for 8 bit word-length
multipliers at 340 MHz.

iteration to another Q. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is
given in Alg. 1.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A Z6 to Z3 linear projection case study is conducted
to evaluate the performance of the proposed optimisation
framework. The incentive to present a small problem relies on
the fact that, when using generic multipliers, the regularity of
the architecture to implement a linear projection design makes
its performance independent of the dimensions of the problem.
Moreover, given the novelty of the methodology proposed,
it was tried to keep the problem as simple as possible to
demonstrate the impact of the proposed methodology.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed optimisation
framework in the generation of circuit designs for dimension-
ality reduction problems based on linear projection, a reference
design is implemented that relies on the KLT transformation,
considering different word-lengths, modeling the existing ap-
proach to the above problem.

The performance evaluation of the proposed work is done
in three domains, namely the predicted, simulated and actual.
The predicted performance is the performance expected by
the designs generated by the proposed optimisation framework
using the described error model. As the error model is obtained



Algorithm 1 Linear Projection Design optimisation framework

Require: Q ≥ 1 ∧K ≥ 1 ∧ β > 0 ∧ freq > 0
Ensure: Q designs
X ← input {original data N cases}
for d = 1 to K do

Create new empty Candidate Projs list
for wl = wlmin to wlmax do
prior ← generate prior(wl, β, freq)
λd,wl ← sample projection(X, prior, wl)
aread,wl ← estimate area(λd, wl)
F ← (λT

d λd)
−1λT

d X

error ← X −
∑d

j=1
λj,wlF

MSEd,wl ←
∑∑

error2/PN
Proj ← (λd,wl, aread,wl,MSEd,wl)
Add Proj to Candidate Projs list

end for
Extract candidate projections in the Pareto points {min
MSE for a given area}
Create Q bins ∈ (MSEmin,MSEmax)
Extract 1 candidate projection, with the least MSE, from
each bin
Create new Q candidate projections from the Q extracted

end for
Create Q designs from the extracted Q projections
return Q linear projection designs

by a performance characterisation step, it is expected that a
certain deviation from running the design on the actual FPGA
device to be observed. The latter is the actual performance.

The simulated performance is the performance of a design
under simulation using the same data as the ones that are
utilised for the actual performance evaluation of the design
in the device. This intermediate result provides an insight of
the quality of the error model due to over-clocking. Devia-
tions between this performance characterisation and the actual
performance of the designs on the device still exist due to
placement and routing variation.

In addition, the word-length of the projection vectors was
kept between 3 and 9 bits to assess the trade of between
precision, performance and errors undertaken by the proposed
optimisation framework. Other elements present on the FPGA,
namely embedded multipliers, perform multiplication with
larger word-length, but they are out of scope of the present
work.

The generated designs are evaluated in terms of reconstruc-
tion error, required hardware resources, and their operating
clock frequency. All tests used a DE0 board from Terasic
equipped with a Cyclone III 3C16 FPGA device from Altera.

A. Performance Limits

The performance limitations of the generated Linear Pro-
jections designs following the existing methodology of apply-
ing the KLT transform and then mapping the design on an
FPGA are depicted in Figure 7. The design space exploration
is performed along the word-length employed by the generic
multipliers, which corresponds to the quantisation step of
the design process. The figure shows the maximum clock
frequency reported by the synthesis tool (Tool Fmax - green),

Fig. 7. Maximum clock frequencies vs word-length for a Z6 to Z3 linear
projection circuit designed by the KLT transform.

Fig. 8. Evaluation of the area model against the actual circuit area.

the data-path maximum frequency when the design is placed
to the targeted FPGA without observing any errors in the
calculations in the data path (Data-path Fmax - yellow), and
the range of the frequencies where the design starts generating
errors due to over-clocking (FSM Fmax - red).

B. Area Model Evaluation

The area model is created to give a quick, but accurate,
estimate on the resources taken by a candidate design without
having to actually synthesise it. Area is measured in terms of
number of Logic Elements (LEs) required to implement the
circuit. This estimate is based on the resources reported by
the synthesis tool for each Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) block
in the characterisation circuit, however small deviations are
expected due to further optimisations performed by the syn-
thesis tool. Figure 8 shows the relation between the predicted
and the actual resources occupied on the FPGA. The figure
also shows that most of the data points fall inside the 95%
confidence interval for the area estimation.

C. Error Model Evaluation

This subsection evaluates the validity and impact of the
introduced error model. Figure 9 depicts design points under
predicted, simulated and actual performances. It should be
noted that all area results refer to the actual area utilised by
the design. For designs with small area, the simulation and
actual results are very close, as the variation due to placement
and routing is minimum. As the designs become larger, an
increased discrepancy in the performance is observed. Also, the
obtained results show that the predicted performance follow



Fig. 9. Predicted, simulated and actual performance reconstruction vs.
area of the Linear projection designs produced by the proposed optimisation
framework. The target clock frequency is 310MHz.

better the simulated and actual performance for larger designs,
as small modeling errors in the performance characterisation
of the multipliers are more evident in smaller designs. Thus,
the validity of the utilised error model is confirmed.

D. Linear Projection Targeting a Specific Clock Frequency

The performance of the proposed optimisation framework
is evaluated against the existing design methodology (i.e.
KLT) where no information about the errors due to over-
clocking of the design is taken into account. The target clock
frequency is set to 310 MHz, which is 1.85 times higher than
the possible frequency reported by the synthesis tool for a
KLT design employing 9 bits coefficient word-length. At this
clock frequency some KLT-based designs (i.e. the ones with
large area footprint) will operate with errors in their data path
(Figure 7).

Figure 10 shows the actual performance of the designs
produced by the proposed optimisation framework and the
KLT approach, along with their predicted performances. The
predicted performance for the KLT-based designs is based on
the extension of the existing methodology and the adoption
of the objective function T . However, no optimisation with
respect to over-clocking characterisation has been performed
in the KLT-based designs. The results show that the proposed
optimisation framework produces designs that behave as ex-
pected under over-clocking, as well as they produce around an
order of magnitude on average lower reconstruction error for
the same area.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes a novel approach for acceleration of
Linear Projections by introducing the idea of device specific
performance characterisation to address the impact of varia-
tion. As such, a framework that characterises the performance
of generic multipliers on a specific FPGA device is proposed
and described. Moreover, a novel approach is introduced for
the utilisation of such information for the design and optimi-
sation of a Linear Projection circuit design. The work shows
that high performance improvements can be achieved when

Fig. 10. MSE for the reconstruction of the projected data in the original space.
The design points of the KLT correspond to 3-9 bit coefficient word-length.

considering such device oriented optimisations, specific to
FPGA devices due to their reconfigurability properties, that are
not possible through the available synthesis tools. Future work
envisages applying similar methodology to improve power
efficiency by lowering the voltage and tolerating the associated
increase in errors.
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